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1.0 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The aim of this essay is to explore the portrayal of masculinity in Hollywood superhero films. 

This is done via an examination of the portrayal of masculinity in Christopher Nolan’s The Dark 

Knight Trilogy (2005 - 2012), which consists of Batman Begins (2005), The Dark Knight (2008) 

and The Dark Knight Rises (2012). This analysis will be based on the postulation that “the 

unconscious of patriarchal society has structured film form” (Mulvey, 1975) and hence an insight 

of society’s notions and perceptions of masculinity may be gained via a study of this film series. 

 

Set largely in the fictional Gotham City, The Dark Knight Trilogy features a vigilante, Bruce 

Wayne, in his quest for vengeance against criminals. Batman Begins opens by introducing Bruce 

Wayne as a child whose affluent, philanthropic parents were murdered by a desperate gunman. 

This profoundly traumatic and scarring event left him thirsting for revenge - yet when the 

original perpetrator was silenced by a gang for testifying against them, consequently foiling 

Bruce Wayne’s plan to do so, he set out to train himself intellectually and physically to become a 

crime fighting powerhouse. On returning to Gotham, he established a bat-inspired persona, hence 

acquiring his alter-ego, Batman. The three movies detail Batman battling various criminals in his 

quest for justice - in the first, Ra’s Al Ghul, the second, the Joker, and in the third and final film, 

Bane. Various forms of masculinity that surfaced in character, dialogue and deed are displayed to 

the audience in Batman’s endless quest for justice. 

 

This paper intends to conduct its research with the guidance of two methodologies, which would 

be briefly introduced below. 

 

The Corpus Linguistics Approach will be employed as the main method of analysis. Corpus 

Linguistics involves the annotation of a corpus, which Rayson (2008) defines as “manual or 

automatic analysis of the corpus”, where a corpus can be defined as a “electronically stored, 

searchable collection of texts” (Jones & Waller, 2015). This method provides a “quantitative” 

method of linguistic analysis which identifies “repeated patterns” throughout a body of text 

(Mahlberg 2010). Because it involves a automatic, computerised analysis of the corpus, it will 
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reflect word patterns that cannot be identified by pure human ability. It provides an empirical 

backing to research that would otherwise be solely based on intuition. 

 

The Psychoanalytic Film Theory (henceforth referred to as Psychoanalytic Framework) would be 

employed in tandem with Corpus Linguistics in conducting this research. Psychoanalysis 

involves the study of the human subconscious, and in a the context of film criticism, aims to 

show that a literary or cultural work is always structured by complex and often contradictory 

human desires (Felluga, 2011). As postulated by Gabbard (1997) “film speaks the language of 

the unconscious”. As such, psychoanalysis analyses the formation of the individual, which helps 

us to understand the formation of ideology at large - and therefore can be extended to the 

analysis of various cultural and societal phenomena (Felluga, 2011). This paper would draw on 

Neale’s (1983) view that masculinity is the ideal to achieve, and hence,  movies work to assist 

the spectator in identifying with the on-screen character. The aforementioned identification 

process would be analysed using the Psychoanalytic Framework, thus reaching a conclusion of 

what constitutes the portrayal of masculinity in The Dark Knight Trilogy (2005 - 2012). 

 

1.2 Research Validity 

The Dark Knight Trilogy (2005 - 2012) “cinematically reinvented Batman as the self-referential 

cultural icon” and brought Batman’s popularity to “reach another peak” (Ranke, 2013). It stands 

as the most prominent Batman film series ever made, and represents the pinnacle of superhero 

films. Each movie in the trilogy is considered a monetary success. The Dark Knight (2008) was 

the top grossing movie in 2008, The Dark Knight Rises (2012) was the second highest grossing 

movie in 2012, while Batman Begins (2005) was the ninth highest grossing movie in 2005. 

Respectively, the former two movies grossed over $1 billion, and the latter grossed just under 

$400 million. Furthermore, The Dark Knight (2008) was ranked the 15th greatest film in history 

on Empire’s 2008 list of the “500 Greatest Movies of All Time,” based on the weighted votes of 

10,000 readers, 150 film directors, and 50 key film critics, testifying to its mainstream appeal. 

The trilogy has won a multitude of awards including Academy, Oscar and Golden Globe 

Awards, with The Dark Knight (2008) receiving 173 nominations and winning 103 awards. 

Within The Dark Knight (2008), Heath Ledger’s interpretation of The Joker was also ranked 

number three on Empire’s 2008 list of the “100 Greatest Movie Characters of All Time” and he 
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received an Academy Award for Best Supporting Actor for his role. The masculine portrayal of 

the various characters was pointed out by various critics. Peter Bradshaw, writing for The 

Guardian, an international news outlet with wide viewership, mentions that the "heavy-duty 

Batmobile [was] so macho and military-looking" and comments that the movie contains “a few 

masculine face-offs”. Hence, these comments are a testament to how The Dark Knight Trilogy is 

an agent to the portrayal of masculinity in modern Hollywood. Ultimately, the indisputable box 

office figures, numerous awards and critical acclaim it received prove that it is a critically 

acclaimed and landmark series of films worthy of analysis. 

 

1.3 Research Questions 

● How does the portrayal of the protagonist in The Dark Knight Trilogy (2005- 

2012) aid the spectator in the identification process and allow him to derive 

pleasure from this? (Mulvey, 1975) 

● How does masculinity as a characteristic of both Batman and the various villains 

aid in shaping the film to be unique? (Roblou, 2012) 

● What distinctions are there in how masculinity was portrayed in Batman across 

The Dark Knight Trilogy (2005 – 2012)? (Afni, 2013) 

 

1.4 Methodology 

 In conducting this research, the Psychoanalytic Framework was used in tandem with the 

Corpus Linguistics approach. First, a complete corpus of The Dark Knight Trilogy (2005 - 2012) 

consisting of 555 words was collected. This corpus was run through WMatrix (Rayson, 2008), a 

comprehensive word processing tool. WMatrix is a “software tool for corpus analysis and 

comparison” which provides “standard corpus linguistic methodologies such as frequency lists 

and concordances”. 

The frequency of word occurrences within the corpus would be tabulated against that of 

the British National Corpus, a 100 million word collection of samples of written and spoken 

language from a wide range of sources, designed to represent a wide cross-section of modern 

British English, both spoken and written. Based on their frequencies of occurrence relative to the 

British National Corpus, words would be assigned a log-likelihood (LL) value. A larger LL value 

is given to words that appear more frequently, and by sorting the words in order of their LL 
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value, the words “most indicative of one corpus” occur “at the top of the list” (Rayson 2008). In 

other words, the most prominent words in a corpus would surface directly at the top of the list. 

Words with a LL value of more than 6.63 will be examined, since 6.63 is the cut-off for 99% 

confidence of significance (Rayson, 2008), and these words would be deemed noteworthy 

enough for examination. 

The UCREL Semantic Analysis System (henceforth referred to as USAS) is a 

“framework for undertaking the automatic semantic analysis of text”. The word processing 

software WMatrix (Rayson 2008) will “automatically assign semantic fields to each word or 

multiword expression in the corpora”. (Rayson 2008). Semantic domains divide words into 21 

main categories and 200 subcategories based on their differing nature and meanings. The main 

domains of USAS are listed below: 

 

A 

General and abstract 

terms 

B 

The body and the 

individual 

C 

Arts and crafts 

 

E 

Emotion 

F 

Food and farming 

G 

Government and 

public 

H 

Architecture, housing 

and the home 

I 

Money and industry 

in commerce 

K 

Entertainment, sports 

and games 

L 

Life and living 

things 

M 

Movement, location, 

travel and transport 

N 

Numbers and 

measurements 

O 

Substances, materials, 

objects and equipment 

P 

Education 

 

Q 

Language and 

communication 

S 

Social actions, states 

and processes 
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T 

Time 

 

W 

World and the 

environment 

X 

Psychological actions, 

states and processes 

Y 

Science and 

technology 

Z 

Names and grammar 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. The Main USAS Semantic Domains 

The Psychoanalytic Framework, an established and recognised framework used in film study, 

would be used to analyse the identification process between the spectator and the characters in 

the film. Based on the premise that  the ideal ego represents the masculine ideal that the spectator 

strives towards (Neale, 1983) this paper would examine the identification process to deduce what 

masculinity constitutes and its portrayal in The Dark Knight Trilogy (2005 - 2012).  

 

2.0 Theoretical Frameworks and Literature Review 

2.1 Corpus Linguistics 

Gries (2006) considers Corpus Linguistics a “major methodological paradigm in applied and 

theoretical linguistics”. It came into being “relatively recently with its existence closely linked to 

developments in computing” (Mahlberg, 2010). Corpus Linguistics involves the annotation of a 

corpus, which Rayson (2008) defines as “manual or automatic analysis of the corpus”, where a 

corpus can be defined as a “electronically stored, searchable collection of texts” (C Jones & D 

Waller 2015). It provides a “quantitative” method of linguistic analysis which identifies 

“repeated patterns” throughout a body of text (Mahlberg 2010). Because it involves a automatic, 

computerised analysis of the corpus, it will reflect word patterns that cannot be identified by pure 

human ability. Svartvik (1992) states that Corpus Linguistics "focuses on the behavioral 

manifestation of language", from which we can deduce that Corpus Linguistics can assist us in 

identifying the movie’s underlying notions pertaining to masculinity. These advantage makes 

findings from Corpus Linguistics unbiased and complete, and justifies Corpus Linguistics as the 

primary method used for this project. 
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Figure 2: Top 20 Semantic Domains 

 

A screenshot of the top 20 USAS semantic domains of the corpus is shown below. The 

screenshot provides an insight to the main themes of The Dark Knight Trilogy (2005 - 2012), 

while bringing our attention to more statistically significant domains.  

 

2.2 Psychoanalytic Framework 

The Psychoanalytic Framework, which proposes the notion of the subconscious, is one of the 

most established and recognised frameworks in film study. While Sigmund Freud is widely 

considered the “father of psychoanalysis”, Laura Mulvey’s landmark paper, Visual Pleasure and 

Narrative Cinema (1975) took a feminist stance on using psychoanalysis in film, and established 

several widely recognised terms such as the male gaze and narcissistic identification. Mulvey’s 

paper would be used as a major reference throughout this analysis. Mulvey (1975) suggests that 

mainstream Hollywood films are “structured around a main controlling figure with whom the 

spectator can identify”, and this figure must be male, heterosexual and white, and may be 

referred to as the main male protagonist. Jacques Lacan (1936) proposes the theory of the ‘Ideal 

Ego’, which is that children gain great pleasure when they recognise their image in their mirror, 

as they perceive the mirror image to possess better motor skills than their own. In the setting of 

the cinema, the main male protagonist who can control events better than the spectator is 

comparative to the child’s mirror image that can control themselves better than the child. Hence, 

the spectator gains the inherent wish to identify with the main male protagonist to share the sense 

of omnipotence the main male protagonist enjoys by projecting the his look onto that of the main 
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male protagonist. The Psychoanalytic Framework will be used to examine the identification 

process between the main male protagonist and the spectator on the premise that the ideal ego 

represents the masculine ideal that the spectator strives towards (Neale, 1983). Numerous 

thinkers and film theorists have conducted the analysis using the Psychoanalytic Film Theory, 

most prominently but not limited to Christian Metz (1985), Jean-Louis Baudry (1974), and Laura 

Mulvey (1985), which is a testament to its significance in film analysis. Hence, via examining 

the identification process, this paper would be able to deduce what masculinity constitutes, and 

its portrayal in The Dark Knight Trilogy (2005 - 2012).  

 

The Psychoanalytic Framework, in particular Mulvey’s Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema, 

has faced criticism from numerous thinkers since its founding, and Mulvey herself has made 

revisions to her own theory. This may pose a doubt to the validity of using this method as our 

secondary research framework. For instance, critics have commented that “Lacanian concepts 

have been applied to the cinema without regard for the specifics of the cinematic experience 

itself” (McGowan, 2003). This statement is further expounded on by Stephen Prince who notes 

that “film theorists … have constructed spectators who exist in theory; they have taken almost no 

look at real viewers”. In spite on these comments, the authors of this paper believe that our this 

method of analysis is still valid, and the reasons for this are twofold. One, our research does not 

have to take the spectator's’ perceptions into account because we are attempting to examine the 

film portrayal of masculinity. Two, Mulvey’s insights have an enduring value which, when 

accounting for the views of various other writers on the same topic, retain this method’s validity. 

  

The amalgamation of Corpus Linguistics, a empirical, quantitative framework, and the 

Psychoanalytic Film Theory, a qualitative, textual analysis method, allows for a the attaining of a 

measured and balanced view. 
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Figure 3: Benefits of Methodology 
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3.0 Discussion, Interpretation & Analysis 

 

Figure 4: Top 20 Semantic Tags  

 

The UCREL Semantic Analysis System (USAS) is a “framework for undertaking the automatic 

semantic analysis of text”. WMatrix (Rayson, 2008) “automatically assigns semantic fields to 

each word in the text”. These semantic domains will be used to determine salient themes within 

the trilogy and determine the traits of masculinity. The 3 key semantic domains we will be 

investigating are “strength”, “courage” and “morality”, and with their corresponding semantic 

tags. For strength, they are “warfare, defence in the army; weapons, LL (649.79)” and 

“damaging and destroying, LL (233.46)”. For courage, “fear/shock, LL (212.36)”, and for 

morality, “unethical, LL (154.91)” 

 

3.1 The Portrayal of Masculinity in Batman Across The Dark Knight Trilogy 

3.1.1 Morality 

Thompson and Bennett (2015) asserted that there were 16 masculine ideologies, one of which 

being Machismo Measure, which comprises traditional machismo (describing negative 

hypermasculine and chauvinistic behaviors and attitudes) and caballerismo (describing positive, 

family-centered, and nurturing behaviors and attitudes). Caballerismo is heavily based on one’s 

moral compass and personal values, making morality an integral trait of masculinity. In The 

Dark Knight Trilogy, Batman has shown how he has acted based on his morals and values. 
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Figure 5: “Violent/Angry” Semantic Domain (LL 735.80)  

 

In Batman Begins (2005), Batman did not initiate fights and only retaliated when the prisoner 

punched him, and stopped when his safety was no longer compromised, staying true to his own 

personal values of not killing and fighting for the sole reason of self protection, even before 

becoming a superhero. When he had the opportunity to kill Ra’s al Ghul, the supervillain, he 

chose not to. Batman believes that only the villains engage in killing, and hence by killing his 

enemies, he is using a villain’s methods to catch them, which is ironic. Hence, he always seeks to 

serve justice through lawful ways such as tying drug lord Falcone to a giant lamp and providing 

evidence for the police to charge him.  

Figure 6: Concordance for the word “Mask”, LL value 103.45 

 

Batman goes to great lengths to hide his true identity, refusing to take his mask off in front of the 

Joker in The Dark Knight (2008) even though it will save the lives of many. This also ties back 
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to morality, as Batman refused to take off his mask because it would endanger his loved ones. 

Although it was his job to protect the people to the best of his abilities, he did not subscribe to 

the utilitarian principles by taking of his mask for the safety of the masses and put his loved ones 

as his top priority. He values the relationships he has with the people he holds close to him, 

putting others before himself. 

 

 

Figure 7: Concordances for the word “Alfred”, LL value 781.71 

 

In The Dark Knight Rises (2012), Batman put a strain on his relationships with his butler and 

mentor, Alfred, as he defied him, fought Bane and put his safety at risk. He knew that no one 

else could stop Bane, and he was Gotham’s last hope. Despite Alfred worrying for his safety, 

Batman proceeded with his intended course of action. He put Gotham’s needs before his own 

personal safety, showing his selflessness and loyalty to Gotham.  

 

Over the course of the 3 movies, we can see the development of Batman from a naive rookie 

hero who puts his own values first, and then starting to care for others, and lastly a brave and 

selfless hero who put Gotham’s safety before everything else. 
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Batman is portrayed as a character with a steadfast moral compass. He is the ideal ego that the 

spectator strives towards. This is because every spectator has a set of values which are significant 

to the creation of his identity. They can relate to Batman’s stringent moral code by comparing it 

with their own, and when they find that they have broken their moral code before, it turns 

Batman into the unattained ideal. This relation also strengthens the identification between the 

spectator and Batman by giving him something by relate to. Based on the established fact that 

morality is a masculine trait, by emphasising Batman’s morality, the film portrays him as a 

masculine character that the spectator wishes to identify with. 

 

3.1.2 Strength 

Thompson and Bennett (2015) also stated that the Brannon Masculinity Scale has a subscale that 

represented the “sturdy oak” standard: toughness and the male machine. This involves strength 

and a fighting capability. There are plenty of fighting scenes throughout The Dark Knight 

trilogy, which we analyse to determine Batman’s masculinity for both strength and courage. 

 

In Batman Begins (2005), Batman used his strength purely for self-defence and for fighting 

criminals. However, he is still portrayed to have his weaknesses, needing Alfred to save him 

from the burning Wayne Manor after Ra’s al Ghul set it on fire. He is nonetheless a skilled 

fighter and defeated Ra’s at the very end. Batman’s masculinity is mainly one of physical 

strength, and little to no mental resilience was required. 

 

 

Figure 8: “Violent/angry” semantic tag, LL value 735.80 

 

In The Dark Knight (2008), Batman uses his strength to get information out of Joker. At the end 

of the day, strength epitomises masculinity as it gave Batman what he wanted. Batman goes to 

great lengths to get what he wants using his physical strength, and showed that he could 

overpower Joker at any moment. Throughout the movie, Batman has been mentally tormented by 
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Joker, as the Joker himself is a demented criminal who has no moral values. This helps to 

develop his mental resilience as well. 

 

 

 

Fig 9: Concordances for the word “prisoner”, LL value 6.98 

 

In The Dark Knight Rises (2012), Batman does not have the physical strength to overpower Bane 

at the start, getting beaten up by him very badly. Even in prison, he got beaten up badly. Despite 

this, Batman could defeat Bane by escaping prison and winning the fight. Bane seemed shocked 

that Batman could escape, showing Batman’s incredible mental strength and resilience. What 

was once physical strength that was valued is now second to mental strength. 

In conclusion, we also see the emphasis of Batman’s masculinity from physical strength slowly 

change to mental strength, and valuing brains over brawn.  

 

The spectator may value strength as a desirable trait, because it enables them to take action and 

achieve things. Batman is portrayed as a character who possesses great strength, which allows 

him to forward the story and make things happen. Hence, by identifying with him, the spectator 

may enjoy a satisfying sense of omnipotence (Mulvey, 1975) when Batman displays his strength 

within the film. Strength is a quality which the ideal ego possess, and the spectator wishes to 

attain. 

 

3.1.3 Courage 

In Batman Begins (2005), Batman does not join Ra’s al Ghul, and stays loyal to Gotham. This 
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takes a lot of bravery, as Ra’s is an extremely powerful person. Batman does not give in and 

chooses to fight him, and defend Gotham, a showcase of courage and morality, by sticking to his 

personal values of loyalty to Gotham. He is not easily intimidated and does not fear him. The 

courage being exuded from the underdog is respectable, and a showcase of his masculinity 

In The Dark Knight (2008), Batman would rather try to save his girlfriend Rachel from the fall 

than to reveal himself. Batman stayed true to his principles of being an anonymous vigilante, and 

helping Gotham anonymously and did not let Joker dictate what he did even though he had 

leverage (Rachel falling off the building) on him. He banks on his faith that he has the ability to 

save Rachel, and does not give in to Joker. This gives him full control of the situation, despite 

the Joker having the upper hand throughout, by asserting his dominance and fearlessness over 

him. 

Additionally, Batman had pushed Dent out of the building in order to save officer Gordon’s son. 

Earlier, Batman had already taken a shot at his abdomen as his suit is not bulletproof. He was in 

tremendous pain and could risk dying falling out of that building. In order to save the boy, he 

still did. The amount of courage required is tremendous. 

 

Fig 10: Concordances for the word “Bane”, LL value 1832.63 

 

Fig 11: Concordances for the word “Bane”, LL value 1832.63 

In The Dark Knight Rises (2012), although Batman was heavily injured, Bane acknowledges the 
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fact that “(Batman does not) fear death”. Batman admits that he is afraid of death in prison, 

showing that Batman was courageous and in reality, cast this fear side to protect Gotham from 

Bane. He is unfazed by his intimidating opponent and similar to Batman Begins (2005), exudes 

confidence from an underdog. 

Overall, Batman radiated fearlessness and courage, and when he met an intimidating opponent, 

he cast all his fears aside. This highlights how masculinity is about having no fears, or 

conquering those you have. Initially, Batman had to conquer his own fear of bats, before 

becoming domineering in front of his enemies. Only then was he able to become a superhero 

who is fearless and is willing to sacrifice anything for Gotham. 

Each spectator possesses inherent fears that prevent him from taking action. Hence, he will relate 

to Batman when his fear of bats appears so prevalent that it had the power to stop him in his 

tracks. This aids in the identification process between the spectator and the character. Hence, 

when Batman overcomes his fear, it is a victory for both the spectator and Batman, as the 

spectator experiences the same jubilation as Batman. 

3.2 Juxtaposition of The Portrayal of Masculinity between Batman and the Principal 

Villains within The Dark Knight Trilogy 

Batman's masculine traits can be contrasted with the main villains throughout the trilogy, namely 

Ra's Al Ghul in Batman Begins (2005), The Joker in The Dark Knight (2008) and Bane in The 

Dark Knight Rises (2012), of each film. The traits of morality, strength and courage will be 

compared based on corpora and filmic text involving Batman and the three villains. 

 

3.2.1 Morality 

Across all three films, Batman's morality is accentuated by each villains’ lack of morality.  

 

In Batman Begins (2005), Ra's Al Ghul is portrayed to be immoral, going so far as to be willing 

to destroy Gotham City because he believes that it cannot be cured from its state of being crime-

ridden and corrupt. This demonstrates his willingness to kill many innocent people for crimes 

they did not even commit.  
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Figure 13: Concordances for the word “sword”, LL value 133.85 

Ra's Al Ghul offered Batman a chance to kill him, as if taunting Batman, yet Batman decided 

that he would stick to his principles of not killing people. In retaliation, Ra's even attacked 

Batman when Batman withdrew the sword he was holding. Not only is this unethical but it is 

also dishonourable. This make Batman's own morality, and masculinity more pronounced by 

showing how he was able to tackle Ra’s with his moral compass and values.  

Because Batman is shown to be more moral than the villains, his own masculinity is also 

accentuated. 

3.2.2 Strength 

Figure 14: Concordances for the word “Ras Al Ghul”, LL value 609.54 
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Figure 15: Concordances for the word “Ducard”, LL value 775.78 

Ra's is shown to be the commanding leader of the League of Shadows, even being referred to as 

"his" League of Shadows. The way that Ra's speaks, using words like "will" and "have/has", also 

help to show his authorial attitude, along with his "theatricality and deception". 

Figure 16: Concordances for the word “Ras Al Ghul”, LL value 609.54 
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Figure 17: Concordances for the word “Batman”, LL value 2326.24 

As a fighter, Ra's is very aggressive and quick in fighting. This is strongly contrasted with 

Batman who is more defensive choosing to "parry", "trap" or "dodge" attacks(red boxes in 

Figure 17) rather than go on the offence(orange boxes in Figure 17). In that scene, Ra's does not 

even try to defend against Batman's attacks, choosing to purely go on the offensive. 

Figure 18: Concordances for the word “Joker”, LL value 1354.54 

In The Dark Knight (2008), the Joker is a madman who is Batman's main enemy. In his mission 

to take over Gotham City, he gets into various conflicts in which he is shown to extremely 

violent in his actions. He taunts his opponents by his actions, as if mocking them because they 

aren't worthy opponents to him, saying things like "a little fight in you" when Rachel hits him 

which belittles her, even going so far as to "smile". He also uses a variety of blades as well as a 

shotgun, all of which can inflict much harm.  
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Figures 19 and 20: Concordances for the word “Bane”, LL value 1832.63 

In The Dark Knight Rises (2012), Bane is perhaps Batman's most physically strong enemy, 

going so far as to "[break]" Batman. He also "strikes powerful blows". In their fight, Bane is able 

to stride through the battle just to get to Batman which is not an easy feat to do since people are 

fighting all around him. This emphasizes his capability in fighting. While Batman is shown to be 

weaker in most of the movie before the final fight, Batman is still portrayed as masculine 

because of the training that he undergoes to become stronger, therefore giving viewers something 

to identify with.  

When Batman eventually defeats the villains, he is shown to be even more masculine as he 

defeats strong adversaries, regardless of how dangerous or strong they are.  
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3.2.3 Courage 

Figure 21: Concordances for the word “Joker”, LL value 1354.54 

Figure 22: Extended concordance for the word “Joker” 

The Joker is depicted as being mentally ill through his actions such as telling his "thugs" to kill 

each other after robbing a bank together. The clown makeup and his mannerisms also support 

this as they become a tool to showcase the Joker's deranged attitudes. This causes the Joker to be 

mostly fearless which in turn results in a twisted form of courage in the sense that he is willing to 

do anything to fulfil his personal goals. 

 

Figure 23: Extended concordance for the word “Ducard” 
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Figure 24: Concordances for the word “Bane”, LL value 1832.63 

Bane's courage is shown through his confidence. Bane's words exude his confidence that he 

knows that he is able to achieve his goals. This is shown through his words such as "I am the 

League of Shadows, here to fulfill Ra's al Ghul's destiny" and "I will show you", both of which 

show his arrogance because he knows he will succeed. He believes that what he is doing is right 

and as such continues to do whatever he can to fulfil his goal of destroying Gotham City.  

Batman, however, does not even choose to give up and admit defeat against any villain, choosing 

to fight and even willing to sacrifice himself to save Gotham City. 

4.0 Conclusion 

Masculinity presented in The Dark Knight Trilogy (2005-2012) is shown through Batman with 

contrasts in the various antagonists in the films. Batman was said to be the "very embodiment of 

an essential masculinity through the performance of the identity which has chosen him and 

which he has chosen, The Dark Knight." (Salyers, 2013). Bruce Wayne is presented as a morally 

upright, strong and courageous character, with those traits being evident through his actions, 

always doing whatever he can to protect Gotham City no matter the costs to his own well-being, 

and being accentuated by the villains own lack of morality, and his ability to defeat them 

eventually despite their strength and courage. The struggles Batman experiences with his 

opponents and his moral code help in the identification process of the viewer. Batman's 

masculinity and the journey he takes to accomplish his goals presented to the viewer allow them 

to derive pleasure from the viewing, having a "mirror image" to view on the screen (Lacan, 
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1936). The aging process that shows Batman changing from a strong individual doing his best to 

protect a corrupt city to a symbol that unites the city before his eventual retirement allows 

viewers to identify with Batman as a character.  
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